
 

 

LECTURE 6 
 
THE ANALYSIS OF MIND PROCESSES ACCORDING TO YOGACARA 
 
As we have seen an active mind with it’s mental factors is in Yogacara born of the Alaya 

consciousness, because the seven active consciousnesses use it’s nimitta bhaga相分 to be able 

to function. Thus the experience of samsara, the experience of a mind with an in and out flow of 

impurities （有漏心）is in Yogacara explained as the transformation of mind ( parinama心變). 

This transformation is of two kinds; 1/ Based on causes and conditions = directly from the seeds in 
Alaya, without a direct intermediary of the seventh and sixth consciousness.  

2/ Based on vikalpa, 隨分別變 （eight kinds of vikalpas in Yogacara, based on the three basic 

vikalpas in the Abhidharmakosha俱舍論：(自性，記度，億念 the idea of self-nature based on 

vitarka尋, deduction and memory) 

This transformation of consciousness then establishes the nature of our worldly experience, based 
on time, space, and cause and effect, where cause is neither same nor different from the effect 

and can appear at the same time. It is because the eighth consciousness is the place (sthana處), 

where our experience takes place. It is the experience based on the appropriation of faculties and 

the seeds in the consciousness. (see 成識論， 書記，verses 1-3) 

Thus, our continuity is the dependent origination based on the principle of consciousness being the 

cause of corporeality and mentality and vice versa識緣名色，名色緣識. 

Thus, in the Yogacara, the sign of the object experienced by mind and mental factors which form it, 

without which no mental process can be born, is but a transformation of the mind itself.心心所變相

分名為色。It is like a reflection in a mirror, so it is a reflected image影像。 

According to this principle, since the mundane mind is momentarily, as all Indian traditions based 
on yoga agree, therefore the corporeality must be momentaneous arising and cessation as well. 
Thus, the outside objects that we experience, are nothing but the differentiations based on the 
sixth consciousness. The object we experience with differentiation, is already the object of the sixth 
consciousness. The original object experienced through the coming together of the five faculties 
and five objects, is already gone.  
Buddhism teaches indeed that our worldly non enlightened experience is but a dream, since it all 
happens in the mind. The further step that a Yogacarin makes is to prove that there is nothing in 
our experience that actually corresponds to the characteristics of the corporeality. 
The experience of samsara is to be affirmed to be of the same nature as a dream. (see 

Vasubandhu; Twenty verses唯識二十頌 or Dignaga: Alambanapariksha 觀所緣緣論， 相宗網要

etc.)  In other words, the external that we experienced, is only inferable, what we see directly is but 
our own cognition.  
How do we know? 
The Yogacara proposes a phenomenological analysis of our experience, similar to Edmund 
Husserl: seeing should be analyzed as  it appears. Not through intentionality, but through 
transcendence, because the essence of transcendence is freedom. 

Our seeing is but a manifestation of the mind (vijnaptimatrata成唯識)， manifested 表 by a 

reflected image影像. This realization is the first step to go beyond the bondage of the world. 

It is due to the reflected image, that we believe in reality of a real object and subject and thus 
mistake the dependent origination for an illusionary self.  
The reflected image is the process of fabricating the reality on the base of names and concepts 
based on them, which bring the inflow and outflow of impurities (based on clinging) to the mind, 
differentiating self in our mundane experience. 

This reality is fabricated 偏計所性，and our real experience of the world =causality依他起 is 

always colored by fabrication as long as we have not directly experienced the truth of suchness. 
So, our experience in the world is illusionary, but it has own nature, the suchness of the mind. 



 

 

By our dualistic approach, we experience objects in a distorted, agitated way, when suchness is 
experienced, we realize directly the illusionary nature of the self, and thus the perception becomes 
more naturally more appeased. 
According to the Yogacara, the imposition of the self-existent nature on the interdependent reality 

is of five kinds: 1/ The self-nature of objects, meanings (artha svabhava義自性) 

2/ Of names (nama svabhava名自性) 

3/ Of the defiled (sashrava sva-bhava染自主性) 

4/ Of the non- defiled (anashrava svabhava清自性) 

5/ Of neither defiled nor non defiled (n’eva sashrava na anashrava非染非清自性) 

 
According to the Yogacara, the realization of the disciples is not complete, because as long as one 
believes in reality of the outer objects, the transcendence of the reflected image cannot be 

completed, because all reflected images are connected with phenomena grasping 法執。 

Thus, the disciples realize the five bodies of liberation解脫身, but not the dharma body法身. 

As long as the reflected image is not negated, the dwelling in the reflected image cannot be 
avoided. Thus, mere consciousness is the only method to realize a perfect selflessness of the 

phenomena (see 二十頌，7； vijnaptimatrata sarvadharmanairatmyapravesho=唯識為一切法無我

門). So, in the vehicle of Bodhisattvas, as explained in the Transcendental wisdom sutras, the 

negation of the mundane perception with an existing object and subject, is the way to see how the 

real perception arises. (see Madhyantavibhanga 中邊分別論, verses 7-9; upalabdhim samashritya 

anupalabdhi prajayate…….) 
A disciple also realizes that attachment does not come from the object ( see S. N. Ayatana 
samyutta: the outer object is just like a bait for fish thrown by a fisherman into the water, seyatha 
balisiko amisagatam udake pakkhipeya….), yet continues to dwel in the idea of reality of  reflected 
images as long as they are not completely negated.   
With this background let us see again the description of the mind process in Yogacara. 

1/ First there is coming of the organ and object together which is called aupapatika, 率而識，”flash 

like occurance of consciousness”. Usually, it is the contact of five senses with their respective 
organs, but the sixth consciousness can also have a flash like occurance, when it is in a 
completely distracted state. 
This stage of experience of objects has no continuity of attention and it can take a past object only. 
2/ After the connection of the organ with his respective object, there is investigation of the of the 

object, the investigating mind; paryeshaka尋求識, which can have continuity. It, as well as the next 

consciousness, take a present object only, reflecting the previous moment. If the sixth distracted 

consciousness is followed by an investigating sixth consciousness, it is called 率而隨。 

3/ After this there is occurance of the deciding consciousness, nishcitta決定識， which decides the 

nature of cognition in terms of a pure or a defiled mind. It is the attention connected with will which 
decides. Attention moves the mind and will coordinates the mental factors in it on the base of 
feeling which puts the mental factors together on the image which is attended to. The sensation is 
where these and all the other mental factors meet. 

4/ After deciding consciousness, the differentiation in terms of either defiled consciousness染識， 

不善識， or non- defiled consciousness 清識， 善識 takes place.  It is consciousness decided by 

the way one receives, feels the object. It is then followed by the last stage of cognition, called 

nishyanda等流。 

 

5/ The outflowing resultant consciousness, 等流識， is stored in the Alaya, store consciousness, 

the king of all resultant 異熟王 or sarvabijaka 一切種識。The five sense consciousnesses are born 



 

 

from it (vipakaja異熟生). In this way, the mental sixth consciousness, which appears in the form of 

investigating, deciding and defiled or non-defiled consciousness is rooted in the resultant 
consciousness. The resultant consciousness is the base of all differentiation. 

In other words, because the seeds of verbalization 戲論, that is differentiation based on 

intentionality, the five resultant consciousnesses give rise to the flash like speedy active 

consciousness 率而識, followed by a mental consciousness with  continuity in attention. That is 

why we have the impression that our world is stable. The mental consciousnesses that follow the 
flash like consciousness are investigating or evaluating consciousness, deciding consciousness 
differentiating consciousness.  It differentiates the object in terms of defiled or non- defiled or  

neither defiled nor non-defiled無記 categories of consciousness. 

Thus, the Alaya consciousness receives the vasanas 熏氣 of the five consciousnesses and holds 

them in the form of seeds. These seeds are the causes of the phenomena and the phenomena 
that we experience are the fruits of these causes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


